THE FLEXIBLE, FUTURE-PROOF VIDEO WALL SOLUTION

Radian Flex is the video wall display solution that breaks free from the limits of hardware and gives you the power to personalize your video wall to your unique application. It lets you easily manage what, where, when and how content is shown. It is 100% software based which means no costly, confusing hardware upgrades to meet new resolutions and display outputs and no bulky boxes that take up too much space. Radian Flex is infinitely scalable and has no limit to the number of end points it can display to.

FUTURE-PROOF

Radian Flex boasts limitless resolution. It supports today’s 4K and is ready for tomorrow’s 8K when it becomes the standard. And when the next ultra-high definition comes out after 8K, Radian Flex provides an easy path to upgrade.

FLEXIBLE

Display any resolution and screen output at an industry-leading 1 billion pixels, in any configuration, from multiple content sources.

SCALABLE

Radian Flex is infinitely scalable and hardware agnostic. It gives you the freedom to use multiple connection sources. Start small and expand as needed.

VIRTUALLY UNLIMITED DISPLAYS

Supports 250+ displays on a single Controller PC. As networking technology improves, so will the ability to add displays.

GLOBAL REACH

Users can globally share live feeds and content among connected walls.

MADE FOR MISSION-CRITICAL APPLICATIONS

Powerful, fail-safe connectivity comes with Radian Flex Pro or can be purchased separately for Radian Flex.

ADVANCED AUDIO & VIDEO

4K video playback and high-performance (60 fps) 1080p playback. Supports video compressed in the H.264/AVC format and audio compressed in the AAC format.